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Performance based upon the solid experience of two decades.

The Permétage line of cast marble products has for over two decades proven itself to be a lasting, 
elegant performer in applications both in the U.S and Europe and as diverse as shopping malls, 
airports, restaurants and hotels, office lobbies, department stores and specialty shops, as well as 
residential settings such as kitchens and bathrooms. Produced using 96% natural marble 
aggregate combined with high-technology resin, Permétage is extremely durable, yet has a rich 
travertine appearance and personality.

Travertine elegance without the hassle.

Permétage Travertine floors have the elegant veining of classic quarried travertine marble, but 
without the expensive filling and sealing necessary to protect natural stone. Permétage’s 
continuous cast manufacturing process impregnates and encapsulates marble aggregate with 
liquid resin, creating a very dense tile surface without pores or fissures to trap dirt or absorb 
stains. As a result of this unique production process, the granite-like appearance tile does not 
require sealing of either Polished or Honed finishes as part of its initial installation or on-going 
maintenance programs.

Permétage Travertine is currently available in a range of six rich colors, each of which is offered 
in either Polished or Honed finish, and a wide range of sizes, from 6" x 6" (150 mm x 150 mm) 
up to a full 24" x 24" (600 mm x 600 mm), all in a nominal 3/8" (8 mm) gauge tile. Pre-cut 
patterns of either Monticello or Octagon may also be specified, in which it is possible to mix 
finishes and colors. Permétage Travertine is offered as a Square Edge tile, with Eased Edge as an 
available option, except on nominal tile sizes or pre-cut patterns. Please consult the table 
provided in the “Cast Marble Floor Tiles” screen for complete size and color information.

Safety as well as beauty.

All Permétage tile, directly from the factory, and when maintained as recommended, is very slip 
resistant. It is classified by Underwriters Laboratories as to slip resistance, and meets all current 
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) for accessible routes. Permétage is 
also rated as a Class A flame spread flooring material (ASTM E-84).

Permétage is backed by PermaGrain’s exclusive TEN YEAR Limited Wear Warranty, and is 
proudly manufactured to exacting standards using state-of-the-art production equipment, in a 
team-directed workforce environment at PermaGrain’s Karthaus, Pennsylvania production 
facility.



For additional information on Permétage Travertine, or any of our other products or services, 
please refer to our printed Sweet’s catalog, or visit our site on the World Wide Web at 
www.permagrain.com, or send your e-mail request for information, literature or product samples 
to customerservice@permagrain.com
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